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ABSTRACT 

The present technical status of the nuclear w€apon~systems and 
of the systems for their delivery is explained. All these systems 
have made tremendous progress since the 1960s. Available destructive 
power now is literally millions of times larger than at the time of 
Hiroshima. Moreover, technical progress has had, especially through 
the MIRV principle and the cruise missile, a destabilizing influence 
and threatens the equilibrium of terror. New strategie doctrines for 
winning rather than preventing nuelear war are devel~ped. Aeeording 
to the eounterforce strategy the retaliation capacity of the 
cpponent is to be destroyed by a surprise attack. More-ver, plans 
for the tactical first-use of nuelear weapons have been accepted. 

In a nuclear conflict, the commanders-in-chief are overburdened 
by the need for ultra-urgent decisions. As a consequence tendencies 
in the direction of increasing automatization become ever more 
oonspicuous. In the extreme oase, decisions may be entirely left to 
machines, and man would not any more be included in deeision-making. 
The increasing automatization leads to further escalation of 
insecurity for the whole world. A solution cannot be found on the 
level of technology, but only on that of practical peace policy. 
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1. Introductory Remark 

Ul timately, this article i s based on apublip lecture held 'in '1973 

in the Faculty of Catholic Theology of Vienna University within a cycle 

"Pos si bili t:i..es of Peace ll • The present version has "teen updated. tö 1979. 

The author is an active scientist, but not a wea.pons or arms'contröl 

expert. Hence it may be inevitable that here or there a thing hasbeen 

misunderstood or misjudged, though every attempt has been made toavoid 

this. Yet the broad lines and trends are clear. Naturally, all dgta 'are 

taken from the open literature, as quoted. 

2. Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

On August 6th, 1945, a bomb containing 60 kg of uranium 235 (1) 

was dropped, wi thout previous warning, on Hiroshima. Three da;fE later, 

Nagasaki was destroyed by a bomb containing 8 kg of plutonium 239 (1). 

Here the number of victims was somewhat smaller, as the town is 

situated in hilly country and had fewer inhabitants. According to the 

latest Japanese estimates, the number of dead in the two towns ta,ken 

together may have been 250.000. In Hiroshima alone it was 140.000 out 

of a populatio:n, of 360.000, Le. nearly 40 % (2).The uncertainty is 

great as there had been, in the chaotic conditions in the Japan of 1945, 

an uncontrolled mass influx of peopie' into towns previously intact. 

The effect of the uranium andplutonium bombs (3) is mainly due 

to the fact that in nuclear fission 17 million times more energY9 

per unit weight; is released thanin the explosion of the strongest 

chemical explosives. One of these i8 trinitrotoluene (TNT, trotYl), 

which was widely used in the First and Secorid World War. Nuclear 

fissions are induced as achgin reäction that requires less thcu: one 

millionth of a second (microsecond) (-9). The reaction is transmitted 

from nucleus to nucleus by the neutrons that are released in fission 

with speeds of some 10.000 km/second. 

The heaviest chemical bombs of the Second War contained about 

10 tons of TNT. The explosive power of the Hiroshima bomb corresponded 

to that of 14.000 tons (= 14 kilotons, Kt) of TNT (1,9), thepower of 

the Nagasaki bomb.to 20 Kt (10). Thus the power exceeded that of the 

strongest bombs used before more than a thousandfold. About two thirds 

of the energy released appeared as mechanical energy of the pressure 
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wave, one third as thermal energy of the heat radiation, and 6 % as 

energy of the "ionizing" radiation, L e~ of radiation as produced by 

radioactive substances and X-ray tubes.The partic.1es of such 

radiation, including particles of electromagnetic radiation 

(tlphotons"), carry enough energy to "ionize". atoms, Le. to deprive 

them of electrons. The number of dead.was distributed over these 

effects in a ratio of about 20 60 20. Thus heat radiation was 

most effective. However, because of overlapping a clear-cut 

distinction is not possible. 

In Hiroshima, the explosion was.trig~ered by:anautomatic 

mechanism 600 m above th~ "hypocentre" (nground zero"). This height 

had been chosen to maximize the action of blast and heat (9). At the 

centre of the explosion,; the initial pres$1,.U'e must have amounted to 

millions of atmospheres. Concrete buildings were destroyed up to 

1 km, solid brick buildings collapsed up to 1,5 km, and glass broke 

up to 13 kmfrom the hypocentre. 

During the explosion the material of the bomb reached a 

temperature of manY'million degrees, similar to that of the interior 

of the Sun. The·energy of the heat was at first given off mainlyas 

soft (long-wave) X-radiation, i.e. as ionizing photons. The X-rays 

were absorbed easily by air near the place of the explosion, and the 

air was therebyheated up to a "fireba11". The temperature at the 

surface of the fireball still exceeded that of the surface of the Sun, 

though it was much less than that of the interior of the Sun. The 

fireball emitted intense ultraviolet and visible light. Light also 
. . . 

consists of photons, but because cf their lower energy, per particle, 

they do not ionize any more. Nevertheless, light transfers energy ~O 

materials. The number of the low-energy photons was now much more than 

that of the initial, high-energy, photons. 

Owing to the absorption of this intense radiation even stones 

were melted superficially; near the hypocentre, theirvsurface 
o . 

temperature. often reached 3500 • However, stones were protected 

already by persons standing in front,' so that the contours of such 

persons remained permanently imprinted into the stones; before the 

. person was annihilated,' the heat radiation had ended. At larger 

distances dark patterns (for instan;'e, on wometPs dresses), which 

absorbed radiation more strongly, burned themselves into the skin. 

Eyes that looked·towards the exploding bombwere damaged; at 
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small~r distances, the people were permanentlyblinded. 

Timber, paper and ether combustible material burst into flames. 

Dry newspaper caught fire at more than 4 km. Owing to the resulting 

conflagration the air rose so that more air was sucked in from the 

side, and the fire was intensified. A socalIed firestorm resulted, 

similar to that observed before in other Japanese towns as weIl as 

in Hamburg and Dresden. This meant death for further large numbers. 

Among the ionizing rays emitted directIy by the nuclei of the 

fissionproducts the gamma-rays were particularly effective. These 

are also photons, but each particle carries hundreds of thousands 

times more energy than a particle of the ultraviolet or visible light 

radiation, and alsomany times more energy than a particle of the 

soft X-radiation.mentioned before. During the first seconds after the 

explosion, the intensity of the (nprompt") gamma-radiation corre

sponded to that of millions of tons of radium. In c~ncer hospitals, 

where radium is applied, already milligrams of the element are 

treated cautiously. 

Gamma-radiation is ~bsorbed by air fairly strongly, though less 

so than the soft X-rad·iation. Hence the intensi ty of the gamma-rays 

decreased morestrongly than with the inverse aquare of the distance. 

Even so, in Hiroshima the gamma-radiation was already by itself 

lethal up to 1200 m from t;he hypocentrefor. persons exposed during 

the first minute. 

Further important radiation effects were due to the fast 

neutrons from the exploding bombe While neutrons, in contrast to 

high-energy photons, e.g .. gamma-rays, do not ionize directly, they 

transfer energy toatomic nuclei. The nuclei thus propelled are , 

because they are electrically charged, strongly ionizing. So in the 

end the effects of neutrons resemble those of gamma-rays. They eVen 

exceed them, as detailed investigation ~hows, per unit energy 

absorbed. 

Ionizing radiation is not painful. Indeed, ordinarily exposure 

is not noticed at all. Surely the reason is that the ancestors of 

man met only unimportant intensities in Nature so that they h~d 

neither opportunity por grounds for the development of warning 

sensations. Generally the effects of the rays arrive relatively 

slowly. A.fter exposure to alethaldose, death follows after days or 

weeks, in some cases even after many y~ars only. But with extreme 
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doses, the nervous system is paralyzed within minutes. We shall 

later return to the extreme doses: produced, by means of the 

socalIed neutron bomb, on the battlefield. 
., 

The·effects of ionizing radiation include damage to.the blood

forming tissue, leading to anaemia, incapacitationof the dig~stive 

tract and paralysis of the production sites of antibodies so that 

the organisms is defenceless even against normally harmless· . 

infections. After many years, cancer may appear, especially :~s· 

leukaemia. Unborn children, whose developing tissues are particularly 

sensitive, suffer malformations. Also the succeeding generations are 

damaged. Mutations of the genetic material must still lead to 

handicapped individuals after thousands of years. 

Ionizing radiation comes not only from the place of the . 

,. detonation, but also, later, from dispexsed radioactive· fission 

products, like radioiodine or r~diostrontium. Most of these prbducts 

slowly fall to the ground. In Hiroshima this radioactive "fallout" 

was unimportant, as the fireball, as a consequence of the height of 

the exploded bomb, had not touched the ground. Hence thefission 

products were pulled up by the hot air, were distributed over a 

large volume, and settled only slowly and in dilute form. Meanwhile 

their radi·oactivity had in part decay.ed. 

The situation is different when the fireball touches the ground 

.. and evaporates soil and rock. The.yapours mix with the fission pro

ducts, and after cooling relatively large grains fall down rather 

quickly, and near the hypocentre. Hence an intense radiation carpet 

is formed. This may endanger humans directly. Moreover, these areas 

cannot be used for farming (8), and there is the furt her probiem how 

the starving population can be prevented from eating contaminated 

food. (Should itbe prevented?). The degree of dangerfrom faliout 

will greatly, artd irregularly, vary from place to place. It cannot 

be estimated without instruments, but even the reading of the 

instruments and the interpretation of the data are no easy matters. 

The population of Bikini, where heavy fallout was produced·in tests 

in 1954, had to be removed from the island a second time recently, 

as a consequence of increased incidence of cancer (11). 
In addition to the radioactive fission products, radioactive 

substances are produced by activation of environment al material by 

the neutrons. Thus radiocarbon, half-life 5700 years, arises in 
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large quantity in a nuclear reaetion ofthe nitrogen of air with 

neutrons. The radiocarbon has no military importancewhatever, but 

itwill gradually be taken up by organisms and will damage their 

hereditary material for tens of thousands of years. 

3. Hydrogen Weapons 

On teehnical grounds, the explo-sive power of uranium of 

plutonium weapons, e.g. bombs, carinot be 'inereased indefinitely -

perhaps, with a great effort, to 500 Kt equivalent (1).To improve 

matters, "hydrogen weapons" were developed that eontain heavy 

hydrogen ("deuterium ff
). From 1953, they were tested both in the USA 

and the USSR, and they were available soon in rather large numbers. 

Teehnieally, their explosive power has no eeiling. MoreOver, the 

inerease of the power, by addition of more deuterium, ete. i's not 

expensive. Per unit explosive power, a hydrogen bomb bf 100 Kt eosts 

only one hundredth as mueh as a ehemieal bomb (8). A bomb of 100 

megatons (Mt) - of 100 million tonsTNT equivalent - easts only 

twice as mueh as a bomb of 100 Kt (12,14). That mueh TNT would 

weigh as mueh as 16 Cheops pyramids. 

The prineiple of the hydrogen weapons is similar to that of 

energy produetion in the SUh. The energy likewise comes from the 

fusion of light atomic nuelei, but the weapon does not burn quietly 

(steadily). As soon aS part of a suitable mixture of light atoms, 

which must inelude deuterium,·is brought to a high enough tempera

ture, i t igni tes, 'and the "thermonuelear" reaction begins. Usually 

igni tion is aehieved through the heat of fission of uranium or,,~· 

plutonium eontained within the weapon. This fissile eore Bets as a 

detonator. More reeently attempts are being made to use'laser 

radiation (intense light) for ignit:ton. 

For the characterization of a hydrogen bomb we ehoose one with 

an explosive power of 10 Mt 3f ), 700 times stronger than 'that of 

3f) H.York (4) explained why explüsivepower was fixed tö 1 Mt or 
10 Mt, ete. There is no teehnieal ormilitary reason. These are 
niee round figures. We also talk of millionaires, but not of 
people owning 1,400.000 eurreney units. 
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Hiroshima. E.g. the American long-distance rockets (ICBM - Inter

continental Ballistic Missile) "Titan"have at least 5 Mt (15,16,17). 

The Soviet long-distance rockets SS-9 maycarry 20 Mt each (15,17, 

18,19); theyaccount for one half of the total destructive power of 

the Sovietstrategic arsenal {17). For comparison: all bombsdropped 

by the Allies during the whole Second World War together had only 

5 Mt. 

The radius of mechanical destruction increases with the cube 

root of explosive power (20). Hence with a 10 Mt bomb this radius 

exceeds that in Hiroshima 8 fold. Consequently brick houses would be 

destroyed as far as 12 km. The area affected increases wi th ,the 

square .cf the radius, and brick houses would collapse on about 

450 km2• This area might include atown with millions of inhabitants. 

The effect of heat radiation increases directly with the,energy 

of the explosion and decreases a little more strongly than with the 

inverse square of the distance. As the Hiroshima bomb ignited paper 

at 4, km, a 10 Mt bomb could do this at 70 km. Provided therewere 

enough combustible material the firestorm might extend over an area 

with 30 - 40, km radius. 

The prompt, gamma-radiation of the 10 Mt bomb would be lethaI to 

4 km. The extent cf the fallout would again depend on the construction 

of the bomb and the circumstances of the delivery. Further away from 

the hypocentre, the effect of the fallout is greater than that of the 

prompt radiation (21). 

Enormous amounts of fissionproducts and of fallout are obtained 

from the three-layered "dirty" weapons that surely form a large part 

of the existing arsenals. Some such weapons were ignited several 

times in the atmosphere in the 1960s. They contain not onlythe 

detonator and the substrate for the thermonuclear reaction~ but also 

- outside - a layer of the uranium isotope 238. This heavy substance 

is an excellent tamper, but at the' same time i t also contributes 

greatly to explosive power. While uranium 238, in contrast:to uranium 

235, cannot maintain a chain reaction by itself, its nuclei never

theless und ergo fission with the fast neutrons from the,:first two 

layers. Uranium 238 is a cheap waste product in the production of 

uranium 235 from natural uranium, also for the purpose of,fuelling 

nuclear power stations.' York (22) gi ves the rough rule that for every 

2 Kt of explosive power 1 square mile will be bathed in lethaI levels 
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of fallout within hours after the explosion. 

Recently it has become possible to test hydrogen weapons.in. the 

11 laborat ory" , or, rather, in suitä.ble buildings (weapons simulation)., 

This i8 done by .ign{ting with laser radiation rather than through the 

fission of uranium or plutonium. In this case, the explosive power 

can be limited by miniaturization. The installations are used to test 

radiation effects on military or other objeets (23). For testing, 

enormous X-ray generators (weight 7000 tons) and generators of 

intense rays of charged partieles have also been built (23). 

4~ The Size of the Strategie Arsenals 

We have sketehed the properties of the nuclear weapons during 

the 1960s. How many weapons did exist, and what were the means of 

delivery? 

1) The Strategie Air Command (SAC) of the USA has 630 aircraft 

(E-52, etc.), incidentally also to be used subsequently in Vietnam. 

Every one can carry 50 Mt or more of bombs (24,25). Thus already 10 % 
of this fleet, provided they can penetrate, ean throw bombs equivalent· 

in power to 100.000 Hiroshima bombs (26) *). To be safe from surprise 

attacks, part of the fleet, with bombs, is in the air all the time. In 

the. Soviet Union, bombers playasubordinate role only (15,27,28,29, 

30,31). The reason is that bombers are expensive, and they need bases. 

not too far from the target areas. 

2) The ICBM weapons ofthe USA inelude the Titan rockets with 

5-10 Mt each (16,17,18). They are operated with liquid fuels (32) that 

require a not ineonsiderable time before use. Incontrast, the 

Minuteman rockets wit.h smaller warheads eachare driven with solid 

(stable) fuel, and are ready for action within 1 minute (33). Every 

missile lies in a separate underground silo, which can be used only 

onee. The missile is guided in flight by an inertial mechanisms (34). 

*) The esteemed readers are invited now to pause and to think again. 
York's statement, here given, implies thatthe destruetive force 
earried by SAC alone is 1 million (I!) times that cf the Hiroshima 
bombe The force of the strategie (!) and taetieal roekets or of 
other tactical weapons is not ineluded. 
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It is targeted already in peaee time. Typieally, the targets c!Onsist 

cf big towns with large (and unsuspeeting) populations. 

) Submarines equipped with nuelear engines, thereforeeapable 

'of prolonged dives, roam the oeeans.Every 11S boat ("Polaris lt
:) has 

'16 läunehing tubes for solid-fuel roekets (35) that are brciught~ into 

positionwith eompressed air. These missiles are also targeted,:· but 

,"clearly the ·movement of the boat must all the time be taken -'into 

aceount. This is no doubt done by computer. When submerged;,,' the' boats 

are ·praetieally undeteetable from afar. 

For eomparison, more reeent data about strategie weapons (8,27, 

36,37): the USA have 414 long-distanee bombers with 4-24 bombs eaeh, 

at home on 46. ·airfields of the SAC. Moreover, there are in USA 1054 

ICBM and 656 missiles on submarines. There is a number of ICBM base 

'areas ~ eaeh Minuteman field has several thoUsand square miles and 

eontains 150 - 200 silos (8). The USSR has 140 long-distanbe bombers, 

1452 ICBM and 812 missiles on submarines. Be it noted that'many of 

the Anieriean, but few of the Soviet missiles have been MIRVed, 1. e. 

equipped with a multiplieity of warheads (seebelow). Thus the total 

number of strategie warheads is about 12000 in the USA, and 4400 in 

the USSR (17). 

The growth of the arsenals has not reaehed 'a limit~ For. instanee, 

for the USA about 14500 strategie warheads are forecast for 1985 (17, 

38). Moreover, the figures do not take into aeeount the tremendous 

improvements in quali ty sinee the 1960s. 'We shall refer to them later. 

5. Defenee Against Strategig Nuelear Weapons? 

To whieh extent was and is defenee possible not only against 

strategie bombers, but also against intereontinental missiles? Already 

'up to 1970 ab out 30 billion (109) dollars had been speilton·systems 

forantiballistie missile defenee (ABM) in USA alone (39,40), but 

sueeess was small. The diffieulty is that the missile reaches not only 

a height of 1000 km, but also a speed of 30.000 km/hour, i.8. of 

,8 km/seeond, many times as mueh as aircraft (41). Moreove.r defence 

makes sense only if a very large part of the enemy missiles, almost 

all of them, ean be shot down. In eontrast, during the Second World 

War defenee waS eonsidered effective if 10 % of the attaeking force 

were shot down. 
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From time to time, fantastic projects were put forward. For 

instance, according to project "Bambi" (note the cheerful name -

Ballistic Missile, Booster Interceptor) a fleet of armed sateili tes 

should all the time circle the globe, and they should automatically 

destroy the enemy rockets by means of missiles with hydrogen warheads 

immediateiy after their launching (42). At that time the enemy rockets 

would still be within the atmoElphere sothat the pressure wave' could 

affect thema Clearly project Bambi has problems that are not 

inconsiderable. For instance, the circling satellites must cont~ol 

the whole enemy area all the time~ 

More serious is the system derived from the starting point 

"Nike-Zeus" (43,44). According to the "Safeguard" system (45,46) 
hydrogen weapons are directed against the enemy ICBM which have been 

under way for a time and therefore are now in empty space. The i:memy 
,. 

missiles are supposed to be destroyed by means of the ionizing 

radiation emi tted by "SpartanIl warheads that are exploded nea.T the 

enemy missile. Pressure waves cannotform in empty space. On th€ 

other hand, ionizing radiations are not absorbed there, and therefore 

their range, of action is large. The defending missile must ap:proach 

the enemy missile sufficiently, notwithstanding the enormous speed of 

the latter. Steering takes place through computers into which radar 

information about the position of the missile i8 fed all the time. 

After reentry into the atmosphere ,the enemy missile can still be 

hunted with "Sprint" rockeats,. They are so fast that they overtake 

bullets from machine guns within 3 seconds (44), and also carry 

nuclear explosi v~(4). Explosions of hydrogen weapons above one I s 

own country are, of cQurse, unpleasant, but they are still to be 

preferred to explosions in the target area. 

The chances ofsuccess are modest. This applies especial under 

operative conditions where one may have to face not only a mas~ed 

attack by hundreds of missiles, but also general confusion, even 

chaos. The radar instGl,llations would be saturated by the massi YG 

attack, and the problems would be sharpened by decoys and reflecting 

metal sheet. Furthermore the cost of such defence systems, if they 

are to have the smallest chance, are intolerable even for the rich 

USA. Hans Bethe as weIl as J.von Neumann have called ABM systems 

practically hopeless (47). Nevertheless, a giant defence centre 

(ttSafeguard") was built up near Grand Forks in North Dakota (44). 
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6. Tactical Nuclear Weapons 

The original and principal goal of nuelear weapons is evidently 

strategie and consists in the massive devastation of enemy territory. 

But again and again thought has been given to taetieal uses (48)~.For 

instanee, the idea was supported by Kissinger in 1957. The "father of 

the hydrogen bomb", Teller, was also sympathetie, and Seeretary 

Dulles took the idea up. However, nuelear warfare limited to taetieal 

use presupposes agreement, written or"taeit, between the enemies. 

Thus nuelear war would beeome a kind of tournament where neither 

side must disobey the rules. This idea did not seem eredible, and 

so Kissinger withdrew. Nevertheless, the forees of the great powers 

have been equipped with taetieal weapons (49,50) so that they eould 

be used in a given ease, for instanee, during strategie nuelear war. 

In 1974, the new US Defense Seeretary, Sehlesinger, revived the 

plan of taetical nuclear warfare, and made it a eomponent of the 

offieial military doetrine (51,52,53). He emphasized in statements 

that the USA had never pledged no first-use of nuclear weapons. On 

the eontrary, the USA reserve the right to meet with nuclear weapons 

an attaek with conventional weapons.·Incidentally, taetieal.nuclear 

weapons, onee they are operative, can also be used wi thout previous 

attaek with eonventional weapons, or they ean be applied for 

blackmail. 

Is it eredible that an enemyhimself armed with nuclear weapons 

would remain within limits that appear appropriate and advantageous 

to the first user in answering nuelear blows? Barnaby, the Director 

of the Stockholm Peaee Research Institute", SIPRI, pointed out that 

if eonventional war leads to taetieal nuclearwar, then taetieal 

nuclear "War leads to strategie nuclear war (51). Clearly use that is 

at first limited will be answered in the same or in a strongerway, 

the response will bring furt her intensifieation, etc., until soan the 

nuelear arsenal will be used fully. "Limited nuelear warfare is 

simply not credible" (54). Disbelief in geographie or other limita

tions of nuclear warfare was also expressed by H.Brown (55), 

formerly a weapons physieist in Teller's Livermore laboratory, and 

Seeretary for Defense sinee 1977. 
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An entire "family,,:JE) of .tactical weapons has been produced. 

Some of them (Honest John, Pershing, Lance) are delivered by rocket. 

They can be transported by road and cover the whole range up to 

700 km (53,57). Artillery shoots nuclear weapons in shells at 

distances up to 30 km (1,53,57). Tactical application from aircraft 

is possible through .free fall of weapons, by gliding bombs with 

television gui~ance (57), or through "SRAM"short-distance rockets 

(18,28). "A13M" (Atomic demolition Munition) produces craters and 

could block mountain passes. The typical explosive power of a 

tactical weapon may be several kilotonsTNT equivalent, but some 

weapons reach several hundred Kt, or even megatons (21,50,58). 
Tactical weapons on ground, in part ready for immediately use, are 

kept in fenced-in igloos that ·inthe case of American wea.pons are 

always guarded by American personnel (59.) . They are protected· by 

mechanical locks and electronic switches that operate only on receipt 

of code words (53). Presumablythe situation isanalogous WJtll. 

Soviet weapons. 

In 1966, R.McNamara stated that the USA have in Europe 7000 
tactical nuclear weapons, and that they are located in 100 places 

(58,59,60,61). Schlesinger gave a.similar figure for 1977 (60). 

Possibly at certain periods the number was 10.000 (53,62,63). The 

total explosive power of the American tactical nuclear weapons in 

Europe is said to be 460 Mt,corresponding to 30.000 Hiroshima 

bombs (58). According to some American sources, the number of Soviet 

tactical nuclear weapons in·Europe isabout half that of the American 

weapons,but others assume.equality (50,58,60,64). 2000 American 

tactical weapons are said to be stationed in Asia (50,58). In the 

USA there may be furt her 10.000 tactical weapons in storage, and the 

total number of the American tactical weapons in the world may amount 

to 20.000' (50,58,65,66). In addit·ion, there are,· of course, the 

12.000 strategicweapons. 

:JE) The weapons experts are gifted wi th a sense of humour and a cosy 
way of expressing themselve.s. They talk of families, and, as we 
shall see, of an Honest John.Bambi has been mentioned already. 
Meaning the part of the population that will perish within 2 months, 
they talk of a "60 days population response". In the accounts, 
1 million dead appear as 1 megadeath, and the additional dead due 
to fallout are called "bonus kill ll (56). 
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A sharp dividing line betw~en strategiean~ ~ae~iea~.weapons is 

not possible. TllUS enemy eount~;y may be attaeked by medium range· 

missiles or airer~t. This is a possible role for the FBS (Forward: 

Based System) of the USA with.500 aireraft (16,29,30) .in Europe, 

the weapons of whieh nbminally are eonsidered as taetieal rather 

than strategie. Soviet medium-range missiles eould no doubt reaeh 

all Europe (64,66). 

Many authors have emphasized the danger in teehnic::t,l developments 

that faeili tate the erossing of th,e nuelear barrier, .the. "firebreak'I, 

e.g. Seoville (67), the former seientifie direetor of the CIA. 

Taetieal weapons of low yield might. be applied wi thout tne intenti:on 

of starting a general nuelear war." and yet this Iilay be the consequenee. 

It would be partieularly danger.ous if t.he deeision about their use 

were left to eommanders in the field. 

7.;The Neutron Bomb 

In addition to the original t~3.Ct.~ea1.weapons, aeting mostly 

through pressure and heat, smaller .we?-pons in the Kt range have 

become important in the context of, the first-use doctrine. They e~Ilit 

energy mostly in the form of iontzinß' radiation (fast neutro!1s) and 

are known as lI enhanced radiation weapons" or, colloquially, aS 

"neutron bombs" (53, 60~ 68', 69). IJ'his change has been achieved by an 

increase in the share of the thermonuclear. at the expense of the 

fission reaction. 

Humans, e.g. soldiers, are intended to be exposed to enormous 

doses of radiation even at relatively large distanees. Then the 

nervous system is paralyzed rapidly, and no further action 1s 

possible, though death does not follow until 1 - 2 days later. 

Experiments with animals are meant. to show:. how long after exposure 

action i8 still possible (70). Protection, wi th heavy shields 9 

against the radiation is hardly feasible, assoldiers must e mobile. 

Some observers show considerable delight in weapons that paTalyze and 

kill opponents, but cause relatively little material "eollateral ll 

damage to property (61). General G.Keegan has expressed his ~egret 

that the neutron bomb was not yet available in Vietnam (71) 0 
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Large overdoses of radiation near the point of action imply, ',. 

of course, doses that are still lethal, or at least injurious, over 

a very much larger area. In practice, the area affected will be of:" 

the order of square kilometers. The general population will be 

struck. There will be many civilian dead. Even larger numbers will 

be incapacitated, and damaged genetically (72). 

8. Mutual Assured Destruction 

According to the original military doctrine that fitted the 

technical situation in the 1960s it Was impossible to prevent 

tremen<ious damage due to attack (Ilfirst strike"). But the country 

that was hit and devastated, certainly maintained the capacity for 

st~ong retaliation ("second strike"), as its weapons and del::i.very 

systems could.be destroyed only in part. 

An attack by several hundredmissiles only, e.g., from only 

20s~bmarines, against the,USSR could kill 76 m~llion immediately, 

and destroy three quarters of the industry (27,73). A total attack 

against USA could kill 100 million (S). Each Mt might kill 1 million 

people in Western Europe (64). 

The threat of retaliation could, i t was thought, deter 8. 

possible enemy from attack. In this way, a "nuclear equilibrium of 

terror" was established. Conditions wereg 

1) The launching systems needed for retaliation could not be 

damaged lethally by attack, and 

2) The targets of retaliation could not beprotected 

effectively. 

This doctrine is known as that of mutual assured destruction 

("MAD"). The world situation is characterized by the fact thai 

prudent observers still prefer MAD to the alternative, namely, the 

IICounterforce Strategy" (29), to be considered later. This view has 

also been expressed by Brown in 1975 (55). 

'According to theMAD doctrine, none of the two powers could 

make~n attempt tn win the war ,after the nuclearexchange. Thus 

Kissinger wrote in 1962 (74) that 11 a counterforce strategy, designed 

to win a victory after we concede the first blow is an illusion ••.•• 

The mere effort to develop such a force could not fail to 2.',;ad to a 
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spiralling arms race and perhaps provoke a preempti ve attack." 
, , 

In connection with the perspective of conventional warfare 
, " 

afterPa nuclear exchange the physicist Panofsky (75) remarked that 

none of the generals or other experts know the things about which 

they talk. Some may have seen Hiroshima or the effects of hydrogen 

bombs iin experimental conditions. Butthe consequences of massive 

destruction on the complicated tissue of a modern civilization has 

never really been studied. Hiroshima could be provided help. But 

what if a whole country is devastated? We depend on storage and 

transport of food. Electrieit-y':i~ madewi th fuel, b'ut fuel must be 

provided with electricity. Medical services are calculated for 

normal needs when most people are healthy and work. But what will 

happen when the people, in the radiating ruins, are shocked, ill 

and starved? A concrete discussion, on the basis of an assumed 

explosion in New York or in a farming area,'has been attempted by 

Mark (8). --.--

According to the biochemist GlasR(76) no humans would survive 
, ; . 

after nuclear warfare" not even rats, but rather insects. They 

resist radiation better, and they wouldnot be threatened any more 

by their old enem:ies, the birds. The c,bckroaches would take over the 

remains of the dw~llings of foolish mankind ~). 
What would be the effects on third countries? The National 

Academy of Sciences, charged by the Arms Control and Disarmament 

Agency (ADCA), has studie'd (77) the longterm effects,of a major 

nuclear war on the Northern and Southern hemisphere outside the 

countries directly affected (8,78,79)~ It was assumed that about 

half the arsenal ,of nuclear explosive (10.000 Mt) was used in the 

Northern hemisphere. It was found that there may be climatic changes 

that cannot be predicted, but may,well be important. The ozone layer 

that protects the organisms from the ultraviolet solar radiation 
;-

would be largely destroyed arid Could reform only after years. 

Meanwhile burns due to this radiation and skin cancer would be 

common. Above all, the radioactive fission products would 

~) In ,his book, "The Legacy of Hiroshima", Teller suggested that 
the survivors of total nuclear war could reconstruct American 
civilization within afew years. Similarly HermanKahn thought 
that after 20 million dead recovery would be possible within' 
10 ;rears • In this context, see'~ (1. c., p. 102). 
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contaminate the whole Earth and would concentrate here and there 

unforeseeably, like wind-driven snow. Although Handler, the Academy's 

President, declared that the aftereffects of the disaster would be so 

t"errible that nobody would find a place t 0 hide, the report" was 

nevertheless accused of playing down the consequences (80). Perhaps 

the greatest weakness of the report is that it considered only the 

direct physical and biological effects of the detonat:ions~ but not 

the social, economic and political effects, due to the destruction 

of our complicated civilization and its infrastructure: hunger. 

illness and death for hundreds of millions, or even more, also 

among these not hit directly. 

9. Role of Accident and Human Failure 

Especially sinee the introduction of the intercontinental 

rockets in the 1960s concern has been expressed about the danger 

of an accidental outbreak of nuclear war. It has been feIt that the 

ever increasing accumulation of weapons and transport systems must 

,sooner or later lead to an unforeseen disaster. Up to 1977, at least 

125 accidents with participation of nuclear weapons have been 

recorded in the open literature (81). 

For example, aB-52 bomber with hydrogen bombs of 24 Mt crashed 

in North Carolina. It was foundthat of 6 mechanisms against the 

accidental detonation of the bombs 5 had been put out of action in 

the crash (82). Already up to 1968 the USA reported (50,83) a number 

of accidents, some of them abroad (Spain, Greenland). In Spain, it 

was likewise a B-:52. In two of its hydrogen bombs the chemical, but 

not the nuclear explosive detonated. 

Moreover, there is the possibility of a launch by mistake, i.e. 

by human failure", or, finally, by aStrangelove phenomenon ::.: by.: 'an 

action of a madman. In USA alone 120.000 people have access to 

nuclear weapons or weapons material (50,84). Within one y~ar, 3647 

of these persans had to be discharged because of alcoholism or drug 

misuse (84). 

On the other hand, there were many instances of false alarm, 

which in some cases could haye led to nuclear war (83). Thus radio 

echoes from the Moon were ascribed to enemy rackets. At least twice 
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in 1971 i t 'was Wrongly assumed that Arilerican nucfear submarineS· had 

been sunk by' . .en-emy action.' Some other events may not· have been 

r-eported (83). 

W.H.Pickering (85), the well-informed Director ofthe Jet 

'Propulsion Laboratory of the University of California, wrote in 

connection with the problem of human failure:"It i8 a frightening 

prospect. Far more than being slaves of ourmachines, our very lives 

depend on the accuracy and reliability of a computing machine in a 

far' distant countrj'. The failure of aJ handful of v'acuum tubes and 

transistors could determine the fate of our civilization". We might 

add: also the failure of a circui t wi,thin aman 's brain. The man 

could be a President. A few days before Nixon's resignation, 

Schlesinger thought it prudent to instruct the military chiefs 

that they should not follow "unusualll order,S.,--,df the President, 1. e. 

the Commander-in-Chief (86). 

Quite' apart from the inevitable consequences of a nuclear 

explosion, due to a weapon from abroad, for those directly affected, 

it would be too much to hope that astate or its chief would .take 

the disaster without, counteraction that may weIl be stronger, even 

if the other country were not ascribed warlike intentions. Which 

President would 'let himself accuseof submitting to a new Pearl 

Harbour, and not paying back in kind? ' 

10. Recent Advances in Strategic'Weapons Systems 

Since the end of the 1960s the equilibrium ofterror, however 

precarious it was, has been threatened'by,new technical developments. 

Destabilizing influences have appeared andhave provoked alarm among 

well-meaningexperts (75,87,88). 

A. Finance' 

About 30 billion (109 ) dollars annually are being spent in the 

world for military research and development (18,54,89,90,91),·mostly 

no doubt in connection with nuclear weapons systems. (Expenditure in 

the USA, e.g., is 5 times as much as for medical research (54).) The 

military as a whole absorbed 33'4 billion dollars in the world in 
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1976 (92,93), and it may now weIl take in 400 billion. President 

Carter has proposed a military budget for 1979/80 of 126 billion 

dollars (94). US military expenditure is about 25 times more than 

assistanee to developing countries (95) 7 this assistance is, of-

course, still overshadowed by military-political considerations. 

The situation is even worse insofar as important new weapons 

programmes, e.g. the former spying programmes with U-2 aircraft, 

are not budgeted openly, but coneealed elsewhere(96). Incidentally, 

the budget of the American secret services, hidden in the defence 

budget, amounts to about 6 billion dollars yearly (97,98). 

B. Rockets and Antirockets 

The warheads are being improved all the time. The trigger 

meehanisms havebeen further developed. While in 1945 (Hiroshima) 

the ratio of yield (tons TNT) to total weight (tons) was 3000 9 now a 

value of 1 million and more has been reached; clearly with chemical 

explosives this ratio must be below 1 (51,54). 

Experiments are carried out with a"cold launch". As in 

submarines, the rockets are lifted first by compressed air. Thus 

no heat is developed inside the silo, and guidance is improved. 

Moreover, no he.at shields are needed so that the missiles can be 

made bigger (13,99). 

The precision of the missiles has made enormous progress. As 

long as the strategie roeketswere to serve for retaliation only, 

modest accuracy was sufficient. Now they have become preeision 

weapons even over enormqus distances. This is due to the combined 

effect ofimprovements in materials, in the computers, in navigation, 

and in advanced guidance systems (100). 

I\1athematieal analysis, partly by K.Tsipis, has shown that it is 

far more effeetive to increase the precision than the explosive 

power of the warheads (16,89,101,102). After the Seeond World War, 

the American military had at first declined a large-scale development 

of the strategie rockets eaptured in Germany, as the precision was 

too low. With a launeh from a s.olid base, it waS 35 km. This figure 

refers to CEP (eirele, error, probable), i.e. the radius of the 

circle within whieh, on an average, one half of the warheads eome 

down. But already in 1963 for ICBM an existing CEP value of 800 m 
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was quoted, ä projected value of 400 m, an; intended va:ue of 200 m 

and a possible value of 100 m. The value of 400 n:l has practi.cally 

been reached for the older version of Minuteman 3, .range 13.000 .km, 

and that of 200 m for Minuteman 3, mark 12 A (17,18,27,:7,51,93,99, 

103,104)'- A value of CEP as low as several dozen metreE may be 

obtained with terminal guidance (MARV, se.e below; 16,17,38,93,103). . .. .. . 
Such accuracy is also known as "absolute", as it implies a direct hit 

of th~ t'arget. The i~ARVed MX missi:Le (16,37,38,93) is te be operative 

in the 1980s. The most precise Soviet ICBMs are ascribeü CEP values 

of 500 m (17). 

The improvement of the computers is largely due tJ their 

miniaturization and microminiaturization. A density 0: 1 million 

devices is reached per 1 cm2 of a substrate material 0,25 TIml thick, 

and a memory of 100 million bits per cm3 (16). The ac~uracy in 

delivery is much improved by many kinds of most compl:cated and 

expensivedevices that are based on inertial (gyroscopic) systems 

and on radiations of various kinds (16). The needed Jonstructive 

precision may be gauged from the fact that a dust par~icle on a 

accelerometer, weighing 1 twenty millionth gram, already gives an 

error of 200 m in range and of 70 m in track, and tha~ a shift in 

the centre of gravi ty of a g'Jroscope wheel from i t's symmetry axis 

by 1 twenty millionth cm gi ves an error of 100 m in :'ange and of 70 m 

in track. All components' must function in spite of t~e enormous 
. . . ; 

strain during the launch and during the passage through the 

atmosphere. They are supposed to work in a range of accelerations 

1 : 1 million, arid always wi th aprecision 1 g 100.000 (16). 

Ta be ready for retaliation strikes, the strategie weapons in 

silos and submarines must, as has been mentioned, be programmed. 

This involveSa'most seeret cehtral doeument, SIOP ~ Single 

Integrated Operations Plan (105). The question arises whieh 

eountries are ineluded into thisplan as possible enemies. (This 

question naturally ~üs6 applies to the minor nuclear powers, e.g. 

Franee (105). Should the weapons be directed IItous azimouths", as 

ordered by de Gaulle?) To improve flexibility the replacement time 

of one target by a different target for an IBM has been eut down 

from 20 hours to 36 'minutes, and the replaeement can be earried out 

from the eontrol tower (51,100,1D6). 
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From the MAD point of view, concern exists that a second strike 

of moderate strength, still possible after a particularly 'successfuI 

first strike, could be blunted by an improved ABM system (107). 

Consequently any hint about construction of ABM systems is bound to 

produce consternatio!l on the I"Ither side. This is paradoxieal, but' 

justified~ But i'n spite of further extensive and costly develbpment 

work (100), notechnical breakthrough has been achieved (18). The 

ABM installation in North Dakota, mentioned before, has remained the 

only such thing in the USA. After i t had cost 6 billion dollars ,i t 

was, because of inefficiency, mothballed in 1976 (97). Not even the 

chances of antiaircraft defence are too good (36). 

A more specialized problem is the killing of satellit es (100). 

The satellites do not directly carry nuclear weapons now, but they 

are invaluable in connection with verification (spying), with early 

warning, with navigation and with the targetingof missiles. These 

unarmed satelli tes may be approached by killer satelli tes that are 

attracted by the heat emitted.They carry explosives or simply crash 

into their victims. Killers are cheap arid can therefore be applied 

in large numbers. 

C. MRV, MIRV and MARV 

Crucially important are the MIRV missiles (Multiple Independently 

Targeted Reentry Vehicles~ 108,109,110,111,112). In the early MRV' 
, , 

Multiple Reentry Vehicle) system a missile scatters warheads, without 

individual aim, around a target (18,113). Later, warheads have been 

programmed individually against targets. All the warheads can be 

placed together on an inertially guided space bus, as the homely 

expression goes. According to its computer programme, the bus moves 

from one target to the next. On the way, it may change direction and 

speed, and the warheads are released one by one (114). Thus the total 

number of warheads in silos or submarines is multiplied. A typical 

warhead may weigh 100 kg, and have a yiEÜd of 200 Kt (15 times 

Hiroshima), but larger yields are also possible (1,11,93). Assuming 

good precision, large areas can be devastated more or less 
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''',' 

uniformly, anduseless oversaturation near a centre isil.voided
3E) 

Thus each Minuteman 3 carries 3,and each missile on animproved 

Polaris submarine (IIPoseidon") 10-14 warheads (1,1'6,17,:1). Each 

:'<'submarine withits16 launching tubes has, then, up to224 warheads. 

,Problems in:MIRV are due to the tremendous atmosphe:'ic eff~cts 
'of the explosions - strong electric fields, storms, dus: clouds. 

These effeGt s tend to reduce precision' in trying to hit ,:me and the 

same target' by several warheads wi thin a short time (int,erference, 

fratricide). On ,the other hand, these effects can make ~ifficult 

'(delay) the Iaunching of enemy missiles that escaped destruction (101). 

In a further stage, the MIRV is to be replaced by }{ARV 

(Multiple 'Manoeuvrable Reentry Vehicles). Here the war~eads inde-
, , 

pendentlysearch for their targets (16; 18,27,"93,99,115, ~ 16,117,118). 

(On a smaller scale, 11 smart bombs " wi th chemical'e'xplosi ve were 

,guided ,by reflec'ted laser raysin' Vi'etnani (89).) Orie!lc;ation inay be 

by the stars. In this way, the Uni verse '~t dist"a~ces -lI> tot'housands 

of light years is at the service of the destruction 0: humans. 

Alternatively, orientation is obtained by observing :he country with 

radar or laser radiation. Differences in height 'andeven artific:Lal 

structures (buildings) are observed. The information ':lröught in by 

the "sensors',' is compared wi th that, in a map carried' nöng On 'b'oard, 

and the rocket is steered all' the time on the basis of this com':" 

parison (16).The CEP value of MARVed warheads is sa:'.:d to be as 

small as 30 m,(37). The'MXrocket is to have 7..:.14 smirt warheads: 

D. Strategic Submarines 

" 

The "Trident" submarines, still in construction, are twice as 
. ..' . . . 

large as the Poseidon submarines, and cost 1,5 billion dollars ,each 

(17;51,116,119,120,121,122). Tri'deritwill be fasterand le,ss noisy 

than Poseidon, and the range of the rockets will be 7500 km., (A 

s:Lmilar range is quoted. for rockets f;oni Sov:l.et:submarines'(123).) 

Trident will have '24 launching tubes, and e:~ch ~issile will have 

*) E.Wigner, like Teller and von Neumann originally a Hungarian, 
in 1969 bemoaned that in the transition from single to MIRVed 
warheads, because of the need for additional devices, the total 
tonnage in a missile is reduced. He overlooked that this 
(mOdest) reduction is overcompensated by far by the improved 
possibility to cover large areas uniformly (110). 
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10 warheads. They will be 400 Kt each, be MARVed, and in this way be 

endowed wi th absolute accuracy (100). 

Submarin~s in the open seas are almost undetectable from a large 

distance (123). However, instruments for their loeation would not 

contradict an;V law of nature. In fact, billions of dollars (!) are 

spent each year for the development of such instruments and pro

cesses (18,124,125). The main part is played by passive and active 

ultrasound (sonar) methods, i.e. either the sound emitted by the boat 

or that reflected by the boat is measured. The diffusion of sound is 

strongly influenced by existing conditions in water and air. Hence 

the sensor output is oombined automatically with meteorological and 

oceanographic data, as valid at the instant, by particularly efficient 

computers. The location of submarines at distances of 10.000 km is 

intended, .but the technical difficulties are extraordinary (93,124, 

125) • 

IIHunter-killer submarines" to fight the weapons carriers have 

been developed. They compete with their victims in diving capacity, 

speed and lack of strong noise (127). Already under-water speeds of 

55 km/hour have been reported, and speeds of 70 km/hour are planned. 

The killers may shadow their victims in peace time already. Still 

the killers are suitable only for hunting single submarines, but 

they cannot as yet destroy all enemy boats at one blow. This would 

by needed to prevent retaliation strikes. 

The submarines may be concealed in deep canyons at the bottom 

of the sea. There at the ~iven time orders must reach them to come 

up and launch their weapons. The needed contact may be maintained by 

means of very slow electromagnetic oscillations that are propagated 

by the crust of the Earth ("Sanguine" and "Seafarer" communications 

systems). Signal-emitting, chessboard-like, antenna systems, 

thousands of kilometres long, would be buried underground (128, 

129,130). So f~r no suitable area has been found in the USA, 

however (131). 

E. Bombers and Cruise Missiles 

The carrying capacity of the new ultrasonic, intercontinental, 

bomber B-1 (132) could be 250 % that of the existing bombers (28). 

It is also meant to carry most sophisticated equipment (18). 
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Therefore it would cost 56 rather than 8 million dollars apiece 

(121,133) - or even 70, 84 or 87 million (28,132,134). ]-1 is . 

supposed to reach speeds of 2000 km/hour~ yet to be abi~ t6 flY so 

low ihat rad;~ iocation is difficul t. Medium-range <'500 Illile·~) 
rockets cquld be launchedfro~ these bombers (28,99Y:Aoout 250 such 

bomber~ w~;~ to be bUilt(18,28,93), and ·they were to c~rry 5280 

nuclear w~~Ha~s (133). However, according to a directive by the 

US-Presiden~ of June 1977, only prot otypes are tobe produced for 

the time beipg. The B-1 have been made superfluous' by tne arrival 

of the far cl).eaper Long. Range· Cruise Missiles (LRCM), ashas be~n 
.' , .' .. 

explained by ])efense Secretary Brown (134). On the Soviet side, 'the 

IIBackfire" bomber isbeing'introduced which'could undertake inter

continental missions prov;ided it were refuelled in the air. 

Much li~e the German.V-l inthe last War, the cruise missile, 
... ~ . _:-' 

.;.:- e.g. the I!T.9mahawk;.~'., is driven by a jet motor and uses kerosene as a 

f~el, i.e~ it is no rocket (16,102,115,132,135,136,13 7 ,138,156). 

The cruise missile flies very fast, typically at 800 km/h, and iow 

enough (in sui table area: 15 - 150 m above ground) to be almost 

immune against radar, asexisting. On the screen, it is no· more 
. . f'.;. ; 

conspicuous than a seagull :or even a sparrow (156). The range may 
.- '\ -. " 

be 3500 km. The missile weighs less than1 ton and the payload may. 

be 450 kg., T~e cruise missile may perhaps be had for 0,5 - 1 million 

dollars each.; hence it is a.lso suitable for smaller powers (136). 
. . ~ . . '. . 

It can be .1aun~hed in large numhers by many kinds of carriers, on 

land(tr~cks!), on sea, and in the air. For instance, aB-52 bomber 

can carry 25, a jwnb,ojet 100 such missiles (52,136,156). Like MARVed 

rocket war!J.eads t.he cruise missiles find their way by use of a map, 
. . . . 

and ar:e th:erefor~, extremely aCQurate (CEP 30 m). They can carry 

either chemicalor nuc:Lep.r. (150Kt) explosive. Because of this 

alternative t .it .is partieularly easy with them to cross the barrier 

between conventional and nuclear .warfare, the firebreak. 

'. i 

...... 

~. '- ; 
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11. A New Strategie Doctrine 

Technical progres~ has increased the temptation to prevent 

retaliation by means of a first strike of extraordinary force. The 

thought can be entertained to use the first strike not only for 

widespread devastation, but rather for the elimination of the enemy 

silos that had before been considered as indestructible. 

Already with2 warheads of 200 Kt each in a MIRVed Minuteman 

missile, assuming CEP of one quarter of a mile, a silo can be 

destroyed with 98 % probability (139). The possible "hardening" of 

silos cannot keep pace with destructive power (140,141). The 

seriousness of the situation is illustrated by a statement by 

J.D.Ryan (74), chief of staff of the US air force: "The multiple 

independentlytargetable reentry vehicle will be our best means of 

destroying time-urgent targets like the long-range weapons of the 

enemytl. 

The concern about first strikes has increased when Schlesinger 

on December 15th, 1973, explained a new, flexible, targeting 

doctrine. However, this only expresses developments that had already. 

been under way for a long time (27,29,99,105,106,142). Briefly, the 

doctrine points to successful nuclear warfare rather than to 

prevention of nuclear war .. Precise warheads and flexible guidance 

are not needep. for deterrence, but invaluable for the destruction 

of silos, submarines and similar targets. Emphasis on them shows the 

tendency towards a successful first strike (16,51,·52,100). With 

rockets, the first strike would be extremely rapid. While neither 

the USA nor the USSR have reached the capacity for a first strike 

that is fully successful with 97 % probability, such a capacity is 

said to be in sight at least for the USA (16,104). In particular 9 

the MARVed MX is a step away from deterrence in the direction of 

nuclear warfare.(143). The MARVed missiles from Trident, likewise 

wi th absolute accuracy, could also be used for first str,ikes~ 

According to Schlesinger there should be a wider choice of 

targets, not only among population centres, but also among military 

installations. This strategy is called "counterforce" rather than 

"c ountervalue" strategy. Such changes are made easier by the fact 

that the number of useful countervalue targets (towns, etc.) is far 

smaller than the number of strategie weapons (121). But a counterforce 
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strategy against silos is meaningful only in view of a f:rst strike, 

or else only empty targets would be hit. Nor is it credible that an 

attacker would limit himself to the destruction of part enly of the 

silos, as the enemy would be sure to retaliate from the l'emaining 

silos. Scoville '(67) has emphasized the danger in assum:ng that the 

victim of a first strike against silos would not retalia,e. 

Possibilities of defence (ABM) hardy exist. But can the first 

strike be blunted? Very li ttle timeis available. As Ions as air-' , 

planes were the fastest carriers, the time interval between 'the 
( .. 

recognition of the attacker by advanced radar lines ane their 

arrival in the target area was at least 90 minutes. Wi-:;h the ICBM, 

the interval between launch and arrival is only 20 minu,es, and the 

interval between the crossing of the radar lines and a.:-rival only 

15 minutes< With submarines, the time may be even shor,€r. 

Hence a success of a first strike can be prevente6. only by 

launching one's own missiles before they are destroyec.. ,The attacker 

then hits only empty silos. Of course, the missiles 0: the defendant " 

must be directed against retaliation (countervalue) targets as the 

silos of .:the attacker are empty already. 

So farthe'submarines, as yet partly safe, are s-cabilizing. 

Projects exist to put the ICBM, too, on mobile and invisible 

carriers, and in' this'way to make hits difficult (16,30,31,100). 

One possibility, e.g.,are tunnels 30 km long in whichrockets (MX) 

are moved according to a secret programme. This would cost at least 

30 billion dollars (38,103,157). Alternatively, 4000...:5000 vertical 

concrete tubes (silos) could be erected, between which 200 missiles 

would be shiftedall the time by a fleet of 25 vehicles in a way 

("shell game") that distinction between true and simulated transfers 

would not be posÜble from a distance (100,157). In the Soviet 

Union, the strategie ss-x-16 missiles are reported to have a mobile 

version (17). Clearly'all these "multiple aim programmes" (MAP) 

would interfere with the verification of the number of missiles 

by national means in accordance with international agreements (17, 

145,157). 
.. ' ~ .. 
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12. The Ultimate Absurdity 

Imagine the situation when a full nuclear attack is suspected! 

The decision maker (President, etc.) must be permanently ready to 

take the decision to end our world literally within a couple of 

minutes. Whether he is on a journey, attends asports event, enjoys 

the birthday party of his grandchild, or even when he i8 deep 

asleep - at any instant he can be facedwith the need tc decide. 

No time for consultation, for questions~ whether perhaps it is a 

case of error, of mystification or of an action by a madman, 

whether an instrument failed or confused missiles with flying geese 

or with the Moon, as has happened ........ No possibility to review 

the decision of the President, or to reverse it. 

In his meri torious and frightening book "Race to üb li vion" (4) 

H.York sees a last consequence - a consequence that he destests 

(100,146). Launch on Warning. He sees an ever-stronger tendency to 

make decisions automatic. After reception of the automatized warning 

that enemy missiles are on the way, onels own missiles are launched 

semiautomatically or automatically, possibly without any inclusion 

at all of a human into the decision process. This means: as soon as 

the machines have detected aboved thehorizon something which they 

consider as missiles and which moves on certain trajectories~ the 

machines press, so-to-say, the button. Irrevocably hundreds or 

thousands of ICBM go into action. The enemy would hit empty silos, 

but follow up with blows against population centres. Mutual 

annihilation is guaranteed. 

It is paradoxical~ extreme automatization leads to excess 

strain in man. Temporarily one tries to escape by further auto

matization. The other side follows, and so the strain gets worse 

again. In this way, less and less security is obtained for more 

and more money. 

Rightly this situation is called ultimate absurdity by York. 

Thinking observers that want to escape the spiral of escalation ask 

that the problems are met on another than the technical level. All 

too often it is forgotten that in the last analysis the problems 

are human problems, Le. political problems. Hence true solutions 

can be sought and found only on a political level. 
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1.3. Outlook 

The possibility of the SALT agreements is bound up with the 

incredible prog:ressin the technology of verificati(:m (96,147). By 

means of photography or other techniques, objects on the ground that 

are a few centimetres (!) large can still be observed fc:'om 

satellites. ':(On theother hand, as mentioned, introduc~i:m of 

mobile carriers dn land would make verification more difficult.) 

These methods will have to be developed even further if and when 

their task will not be detection of military activities! but 

verification of disarmament measures. 

Alarm about the increasing dangers has surely beeJ one of the 

motives for SALT. SALT 1 has lead to partial agreement in 1972. 

Unfortunately, no disarmament measures were included. On the 

contrary,the permitted levels often exceeded E?xistin€ levels (148, 

149). Agreement about SALT 2 has now (JanuEiry, 1979) ~lOt yet been 

reached. Moreover, third powers, notably China, have ::..ot associated 

themselves with the negotiations. 

Furthermore, we observe a strong tendency to com:;:>ensate and 

overcompensate quantitative restrictions through qualitative 

improvements' (18,149,150,151). Influential military, industrial 

and political leadersmake their acceptance of agreements dependent 

on a widened possibility to follow up open lines,of military 

development. Public finance rather than the paragraphs of SALT is 

limiting (36). On the otherhand, the improvements in the weapons 

systems, however important they may be, are often not a result of 

a dramatic decision on a high level that must be separately 

financed and Gan be scrutinized in parliaments, for instance(100). 

Rather, every day large numbers of scientists and technologists 

are, as a matter of course, busy improving components. They keep 

within the routine budgets. When they are successful they also make 

progress in their carreer. The aggregateeffectof this "technology 

creep" is tremendous. For instance, the reduction of CEP has been 

due such day-to-day work •.. 

Since 1945 the abolition of the nuclear arsenals has, more or 

less since~ely, been generally accepted RS a goal. This task has 

been made much more difficult by the discovery that all and any 

plutonium from power stations, i.e. also plutonium containing a 
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great deal of plutonium 240, can,:be usedfor nuclear weapons. By the 

year 2000 the world's power stations will produce material for 

hundreds of thousands of plutonium bombs annually (155). The scien

tific and technical know-how is no secret any more. The existing 

nuclear powers and the non-members of the Non-Proliferac;ion Treaty 

(NPT) can in any case do with their plutonium as they please. Nor 
, 

does NPT forbid any member the construction of the needed equipment 

for weapons. Therefore in a critical situation it will be sufficient 

to "fill in" the plutonium. Moreover; the members of the treaty can 

withdraw from it'with only 3 months notice. 

According to York an evil fact consists in the teriaency of the 

falcons to worst-case analysis (73,99,147), all dangers are assumed 

to exist at the same time~ even though every one of them, taken 

singly',has only asmall, maybe a vanishing, probability. Planning 

is carried out onthis basis. The opponent is forced c;o follow, and 

so endless escalationtakes place. This way of looking at things 

often leads to'counteractions in absence of actions. 

It is tempting to introduce new weapons systems that force the 

opponent into even greater expenditure. An example is the cruise 

missile. Here the newly required defence system, however inadequate, 

will cost ten times more than the attack system (156). This approach 

is especially fruitful for the richer country, where, at equal 

monetary value, the outlay in relation to the national product is 

in any case less than for the poorer country. So the finances of the 

latter are ruined. This is, in the view of this author, a main 

reason why the USA maintain an enormously larger level of armaments 

than could, from the US point of view, conceivably needed in any 

circumstances. The oversize of the US armaments has been emphasized, 

e.g. by the outstanding physicist, P.~orrison (73). 

Qualitative advances and new developments in armament technology 

could be hampered by t'otal interdiction of all nuclear tests, 

including underground tests (152,157). Already now tests can almost 

always be detected seismically by national means, i,. e. they are 

distinguished froni nat~al events (153). Unfortunately, anderground 

tests up to 150Ktare still allowed by the USA and the USSR (152). 

Apart from the tests admHtedly carried out for military purposes, 

an ideal excuse for testing is provided by socalIed peaceful 

nuclear explosions (PNE). The true (;conomic value of such 
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explosions, for long times dear to Teller, is really small or 

zero (152,153). 

Resistance is offered to the idea of a total test tan by the 

falcons not only on general grounds, but also for the specific 

" reason that it would prevent periodic checks on the existing 

weapon~ (154).The military could not be sure whether tne nuclear ... 
B'tockp:lle (really: the associated equipment) does not de~eriorate 

during storage. So the demand is raised to keep permane~~ly the 

possibility for a number of periodic tests at least • 

. H.York (158) has, on the basis of incomparable experience, 

explained that "the various promotors of the arms reace are 

stimulated sometimes by patr;iotic zeal, somet-imes by a (iesire to 

go along with the gang, sometimes by crass opportunisrr~ and some

times by simple fear of the unknown. They are inspirec. by ingenious 

and clever'ideas, challenged by bold statements of reil and 

imaginary military requirements, stimulated to match )r exceed 

technological progress by the other side or even by a riyal military 

service here at home, and victimized by rumours and phoney intelli

gence. Some have been lured by the siren call of rap:d advancement, 

personal recognition and unlimited opportunity, and 30me have been 

bought by promises of capital gains." But the real power behind the 

armaments drive is, of course, the military-industrial complex. 

Ariy argument against disarmament and in favour Jf new weapons 

systems is taken up and developed by thiscomplex. The'more destruc

tive andexpensive these systems,the more prestige and power goes 

to the military leadership, overwhelmingly consisting of'falcons, 

and the more business and profit goes to the manufacturers of 

armaments,'The expression. "military-industrial complex" has been 

coinedby President Eis~rlhower. His farewell words were (159)~ 

"This'conjunction of an immense military establishment and a large 

arms'iridustry is new in American experience ••..• We must guard 

against the acquisition of unwarranted influence ..••• by the 

military-industrial complex. The potential for the disastrous rise 

of misplaced power exists and will persist. 11 Eisenhower told York, 

who had become his personal friend, that 'these words were the 

decisive passage in his farewell address (160). 
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